MURROW Consulting
80 Victoria Road
Drummoyne NSW 2047

murrowconsulting.com.au
(02) 8386 0737
info@murrowconsulting.com.au

16 June 2016
Project No: 2067
The Australian Trellis Door Co.
Unit A6, 366 Edgar Street
CONDELL PARK NSW 2200
Attention: Jonathan Kaplan
By Email: JKaplan@trellisdoors.com
Dear Jonathan,
Re: BCA Compliance Assessment of New Trellis Door – The Australian Trellis Door Co.
A.

Introduction

I refer to your instructions to review and comment on the current Building Code of Australia (BCA) compliance of your
proposed prototype trellis door in shopping centres such as Westfield Shopping Centres (see Annexure 1).
The purpose of this report is to determine the current BCA compliance on the use of a new prototype of trellis door
manufactured by The Australian Trellis Door Co. in relation to various Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS) Provisions of the BCA to
enable use in in shopping centres such as Westfield Shopping Centres.
It is understood the explicit proposed use of the subject prototype trellis door is for them to be moved into position
within airlocks at the entrances of shopping centres after hours to prevent unauthorised into the shopping centre malls
proper. As the subject prototype trellis door will be only temporarily installed during out-of-business hours and
removed prior to opening, it is expected that the only occupants of shopping centres at this time will be cleaners and
night-fill staff of the supermarkets and department stores. Truck drivers and delivery drivers would be expected to only
occupy loading dock areas during out-of-business hours.
I note our meeting at Murrow Consulting Pty Ltd offices on 25 May 2016 for a demonstration on the proposed door,
photographs of which are contained within this report. The subject prototype trellis door is shown (in the closed
position) below and is akin to the S04-1 System – Mobile Trackless Trellis by The Australian Trellis Door Co.
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B.

Author’s Qualifications and Expertise

I, Greg Murrow, am an expert in the field of BCA fire safety provisions and building regulations in NSW. I am accredited
at the highest level in NSW as an A1 Unrestricted Accredited Certifier with the NSW Building Professionals Board, which
recognises my post graduate qualifications and 17 years experience as a professional building surveyor. I am the
Director of Murrow Consulting Pty Ltd, specialising in specialist BCA consulting services including expert witness
matters relating to the identification and resolution of fire safety related BCA Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS) noncompliances, BCA reviews and audits of buildings and products. Please refer to Annexure 2 for a full copy of my
curriculum vitae.
C.

Information Relied Upon

The following information has been relied upon in the execution of this report:
Item
No.
Plans
1.
Emails
2.

Documentation

Date

The S04-1 System – Mobile Trackless Trellis by The Australian Trellis Door Co. (see Annexure 3).

-

Email from Jonathan Kaplan (The Australian Trellis Door Co.) advising of queries relating to the BCA
compliance of the S04-1 System – Mobile Trackless Trellis by The Australian Trellis Door Co. (see
Annexure 1).
Demonstration meeting
2.
Meeting at Murrow Consulting Pty Ltd offices on 25 May 2016 involving Jonathan Kaplan and Paul
O’Connor (The Australian Trellis Door Co.) and Greg Murrow (Murrow Consulting Pty Ltd) for a
demonstration on the proposed doors.
Applicable BCA
4.
National Construction Code Series 2016 – Volume One - Building Code of Australia – Class 2 to 9
Buildings, published by the Australia Building Codes Board (ABCB)
5.
National Construction Code Series 2016 – Guide to Volume One - Building Code of Australia – Class 2 to
9 Buildings, published by the Australia Building Codes Board (ABCB)

D.

12.05.16

25.05.16

2016
2016

Limitations of the Report

The following exclusions / limitations apply to this report:
•
This report is limited to a Building Code of Australia (BCA) compliance assessment of the proposed new
prototype trellis door by The Australian Trellis Door Co. in shopping centres such as Westfield Shopping
Centres;
•
This report does not address any matters that are outside the scope of the BCA;
•
This report does not provide for the formulation of Alternative Solutions or fire engineering advice;
•
This report is not a Part 4A Certificate under the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979 or
Regulation 2000;
•
This report does not consider energy or water authority requirements; and
•
This report does not consider Council’s local planning policies.
E.

BCA requirements

To comply with the Building Code of Australia (BCA), the building must comply with the BCA Performance
Requirements. In accordance with Clause A0.2 of the BCA, satisfaction of the Performance Requirements can only be
achieved by(a) Performance Solution; or
(b) Deemed-to-Satisfy Solution; or
(c) combination of (a) and (b).
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In terms of Performance Solutions, BCA Clause A0.3 prescribes the following:
“(a) A Performance Solution must—
(i) comply with the Performance Requirements; or
(ii) be at least equivalent to the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions, and be assessed according to one or
more of the Assessment Methods.
(b) A Performance Solution will only comply with the NCC when the Assessment Methods used satisfactorily
demonstrate compliance with the Performance Requirements”.
However for the purposes of this report, a DTS Solution will be sought. BCA Clause A0.4 confirms that:
“(a) A Deemed-to-Satisfy Solution which complies with the Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions is deemed to comply
with the Performance Requirements.
(b) A Deemed-to-Satisfy Solution may be assessed according to one or more of the Assessment Methods, as
appropriate”.
In lieu of developing a Performance Solution, the aim is to determine compliance with the Deemed-to-Satisfy
Provisions and therefore achieve a Deemed-to-Satisfy Solution as the pathway to compliance with the BCA
Performance Requirements.
F.

Relevant BCA DTS Provisions

The BCA DTS requirements for the subject prototype trellis door are provided below (relevant excerpts in bold for
clarity):
D1.6 – Dimensions of exits and paths of travel to exits
In a required exit or path of travel to an exit—
(a) the unobstructed height throughout must be not less than 2 m, except the unobstructed height of any
doorway may be reduced to not less than 1980 mm; and
(b) the unobstructed width of each exit or path of travel to an exit, except for doorways, must be not less
than—
(i) 1m; or
(ii) 1.8 m in a passageway, corridor or ramp normally used for the transportation of patients in beds
within a treatment area or ward area; and
(iii) in a public corridor in a Class 9c building, notwithstanding (c) and (d)—
(A) 1.5 m; and
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(B) 1.8 m for the full width of the doorway, providing access into a sole-occupancy unit or
communal bathroom; and
(c) if the storey, mezzanine or open spectator stand accommodates more than 100 persons but not more than
200 persons, the aggregate unobstructed width, except for doorways, must be not less than—
(i) 1 m plus 250 mm for each 25 persons (or part) in excess of 100; or
(ii) 1.8 m in a passageway, corridor or ramp normally used for the transportation of patients in beds
within a treatment area or ward area; and
(d) if the storey, mezzanine or open spectator stand accommodates more than 200 persons, the aggregate
unobstructed width, except for doorways, must be increased to—
(i) 2 m plus 500 mm for every 60 persons (or part) in excess of 200 persons if egress involves a change
in floor level by a stairway or ramp with a gradient steeper than 1 in 12; or
(ii) in any other case, 2 m plus 500 mm for every 75 persons (or part) in excess of 200; and
(e) in an open spectator stand which accommodates more than 2000 persons, the aggregate unobstructed
width, except for doorways, must be increased to 17 m plus a width (in metres) equal to the number in excess
of 2000 divided by 600; and
(f) the unobstructed width of a doorway must be not less than—
(i) in patient care areas through which patients would normally be transported in beds, if the doorway
provides access to, or from, a corridor of width—
(A) less than 2.2 m — 1200 mm; or
(B) 2.2 m or greater — 1070 mm,
and where the doorway is fitted with two leaves and one leaf is secured in the closed position
in accordance with D2.21(b)(v), the other leaf must permit an unobstructed opening not less
than 800 mm wide; or
(ii) in patient care areas in a horizontal exit — 1250 mm; or
(iii) the unobstructed width of each exit provided to comply with (b), (c), (d) or (e), minus 250 mm; or
(iv) in a Class 9c building—
(A) 1070 mm where it opens from a public corridor to a sole-occupancy unit; or
(B) 870 mm in other resident use areas; or
(C) 800 mm in non-resident use areas,
and where the doorway is fitted with two leaves and one leaf is secured in the closed position
in accordance with D2.21(b)(v), the other leaf must permit an unobstructed opening not less
than 870 mm wide in resident use areas and 800 mm wide in non-resident use areas; or
(v) in any other case except where it opens to a sanitary compartment or bathroom — 750 mm wide;
and
(g) the unobstructed width of a required exit must not diminish in the direction of travel to a road or open
space, except where the width is increased in accordance with (b)(ii) or (f)(i); and
(h) the required width of a stairway or ramp must—
(i) be measured clear of all obstructions such as handrails, projecting parts of barriers and the like;
and
(ii) extend without interruption, except for ceiling cornices, to a height not less than 2 m vertically
above a line along the nosings of the treads or the floor surface of the ramp or landing; and
(i) to determine the aggregate unobstructed width, the number of persons accommodated must be calculated
according to D1.13.
D2.19 Doorways and doors
(a) A doorway in a resident use area of a Class 9c building must not be fitted with—
(i) a sliding fire door; or
(ii) a sliding smoke door; or
(iii) a revolving door; or
(iv) a roller shutter door; or
(v) a tilt-up door.
(b) A doorway serving as a required exit or forming part of a required exit, or a doorway in a patient care
area of a Class 9a health-care building—
(i) must not be fitted with a revolving door; and
(ii) must not be fitted with a roller shutter or tilt-up door unless—
(A) it serves a Class 6, 7 or 8 building or part with a floor area not more than 200 m2; and
(B) the doorway is the only required exit from the building or part; and
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(C) it is held in the open position while the building or part is lawfully occupied; and
(iii) must not be fitted with a sliding door unless—
(A) it leads directly to a road or open space; and
(B) the door is able to be opened manually under a force of not more than 110 N; and
(iv) if fitted with a door which is power-operated—
(A) it must be able to be opened manually under a force of not more than 110 N if there is a
malfunction or failure of the power source; and
(B) if it leads directly to a road or open space it must open automatically if there is a power
failure to the door or on the activation of a fire or smoke alarm anywhere in the fire
compartment served by the door.
(c) A power-operated door in a path of travel to a required exit, except for a door in a patient care area of a
Class 9a health-care building as provided in (b), must be able to be opened manually under a force of not more
than 110 N if there is a malfunction or failure of the power source.
D2.20 Swinging doors
A swinging door in a required exit or forming part of a required exit—
(a) must not encroach—
(i) at any part of its swing by more than 500 mm on the required width (including any landings) of a
required—
(A) stairway; or
(B) ramp; or
(C) passageway, if it is likely to impede the path of travel of the people already using the exit;
and
(ii) when fully open, by more than 100 mm on the required width of the required exit, and
the measurement of encroachment in each case is to include door handles or other furniture or
attachments to the door; and
(b) must swing in the direction of egress unless—
(i) it serves a building or part with a floor area not more than 200 m2, it is the only required exit
from the building or part and it is fitted with a device for holding it in the open position; or
(ii) it serves a sanitary compartment or airlock (in which case it may swing in either direction); and
(c) must not otherwise impede the path or direction of egress.
D2.21 Operation of latch
(a) A door in a required exit, forming part of a required exit or in the path of travel to a required exit must be
readily openable without a key from the side that faces a person seeking egress, by—
(i) a single hand downward action on a single device which is located between 900 mm and 1.1 m
from the floor and if serving an area required to be accessible by Part D3—
(A) be such that the hand of a person who cannot grip will not slip from the handle during
the operation of the latch; and
(B) have a clearance between the handle and the back plate or door face at the centre grip
section of the handle of not less than 35 mm and not more than 45 mm; or
(ii) a single hand pushing action on a single device which is located between 900 mm and 1.2 m from
the floor.
(b) The requirements of (a) do not apply to a door that—
(i) serves a vault, strong-room, sanitary compartment, or the like; or
(ii) serves only, or is within—
(A) a sole-occupancy unit in a Class 2 building or a Class 4 part of a building; or
(B) a sole-occupancy unit in a Class 3 building (other than an entry door to a sole-occupancy
unit of a boarding house, guest house, hostel, lodging house or backpacker accommodation);
or
(C) a sole-occupancy unit with a floor area not more than 200 m2 in a Class 5, 6, 7 or 8
building; or
(D) a space which is otherwise inaccessible to persons at all times when the door is locked;
or
(iii) serves—
(A) Australian Government Security Zones 4 or 5; or
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(B) the secure parts of a bank, detention centre, mental health facility, early childhood centre
or the like; and
it can be immediately unlocked—
(C) by operating a fail-safe control switch, not contained within a protective enclosure, to
actuate a device to unlock the door; or
(D) by hand by a person or persons, specifically nominated by the owner, properly instructed
as to the duties and responsibilities involved and available at all times when the building is
lawfully occupied so that persons in the building or part may immediately escape if there is a
fire; or
(iv) is fitted with a fail-safe device which automatically unlocks the door upon the activation of any
sprinkler system complying with Specification E1.5 or smoke, or any other detector system deemed
suitable in accordance with AS 1670.1 installed throughout the building; or
(v) is in a Class 9a or 9c building and—
(A) is one leaf of a two-leaf door complying with D1.6(f)(i) or D1.6(f)(iv) provided that it is not
held closed by a locking mechanism and is readily openable; and
(B) the door is not required to be a fire door or smoke door.
(c) The requirements of (a) do not apply in a Class 9b building (other than a school, an early childhood centre or
a building used for religious purposes) to a door in a required exit, forming part of a required exit or in the path
of travel to a required exit serving a storey or room accommodating more than 100 persons, determined in
accordance with D1.13, in which case it must be readily openable—
(i) without a key from the side that faces a person seeking egress; and
(ii) by a single hand pushing action on a single device such as a panic bar located between 900 mm
and 1.2 m from the floor; and
(iii) where a two-leaf door is fitted, the provisions of (i) and (ii) need only apply to one door leaf if the
appropriate requirements of D1.6 are satisfied by the opening of that one leaf.
G.

DTS Compliance Summary

Compliance with the DTS Provisions is sought and summarised below.
Item
No.
1.

BCA DTS Provision
D1.6 – Dimensions of exits and paths of
travel to exits
In a required exit or path of travel to an
exit—
(a) the unobstructed height throughout
must be not less than 2 m, except the
unobstructed height of any doorway
may be reduced to not less than 1980
mm; and
(g) the unobstructed width of a
required exit must not diminish in the
direction of travel to a road or open
space, except where the width is
increased in accordance with (b)(ii) or
(f)(i); and

Compliance / Comment

Photographs

D1.6(a) – Complies. The subject
prototype trellis door has a height not
less than 1980mm.
D1.6(g) – To comply. No assessment has
been undertaken on existing
unobstructed egress width of exits and
paths of travel to exits within shopping
centres however the subject prototype
trellis door shall not diminish the existing
unobstructed egress width of exits and
paths of travel to exits within shopping
centres.

D1.6(a)

The bottom trolley feet horizontal
section shall be cut back on the side that
faces a person seeking egress, to
maintain the unobstructed egress width
during a swinging door action, when the
door is open or in the process of being
opened.
Note: The door can slide open as well as
swing open.

D1.6(g)
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Item
No.
2.

3.

BCA DTS Provision

Compliance / Comment

D2.19 – Doorways and doors
(b) A doorway serving as a required exit
or forming part of a required exit:
(iii) must not be fitted with a
sliding door unless—
(A) it leads directly to a road
or open space; and
(B) the door is able to be
opened manually under a
force of not more than 110
N; and

D2.19(b)(iii)(A) – Not applicable as the
subject prototype trellis door will not be
a doorway serving as a required exit or
forming part of a required exit, but
rather will be a door in a path of travel to
a required exit.

D2.20 Swinging doors
A swinging door in a required exit or
forming part of a required exit—
(a) must not encroach—
(ii) when fully open, by more than
100 mm on the required width of
the required exit, and
the measurement of
encroachment in each case is to
include door handles or other
furniture or attachments to the
door; and
(b) must swing in the direction of
egress unless—
(i) it serves a building or part with
a floor area not more than 200 m2,
it is the only required exit from the
building or part and it is fitted with
a device for holding it in the open
position; or
(ii) it serves a sanitary
compartment or airlock (in which
case it may swing in either
direction); and
(c) must not otherwise impede the
path or direction of egress.

Photographs

D2.19(b)(iii) – Subject prototype trellis
door (being a door in a path of travel to
an exit) can slide open.

D2.20 – Not applicable as the subject
prototype trellis door is not in a required
exit or forming part of a required exit,
but rather will be a door in a path of
travel to a required exit.

D2.19(b)(iii) – Subject prototype trellis
door (being a door in a path of travel to
an exit) can swing open.
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Item
No.
4.

BCA DTS Provision

Compliance / Comment

D2.21 Operation of latch
(a) A door in a required exit, forming
part of a required exit or in the path of
travel to a required exit must be readily
openable without a key from the side
that faces a person seeking egress,
by—
(i) a single hand downward action
on a single device which is located
between 900 mm and 1.1 m from
the floor and if serving an area
required to be accessible by Part
D3—
(A) be such that the hand of
a person who cannot grip will
not slip from the handle
during the operation of the
latch; and
(B) have a clearance between
the handle and the back
plate or door face at the
centre grip section of the
handle of not less than 35
mm and not more than 45
mm; or
(b) The requirements of (a) do not
apply to a door that—
(ii) serves only, or is within—
(C) a sole-occupancy unit
with a floor area not more
than 200 m2 in a Class 5, 6, 7
or 8 building; or
(D) a space which is
otherwise inaccessible to
persons at all times when the
door is locked.

D2.21(a)(i) – Complies as the subject
prototype trellis door is readily openable
without a key from the side that faces a
person seeking egress, by a single hand
downward action on a single device
which is located between 900 mm and
1.1 m from the floor and if serving an
area required to be accessible by Part
D3—
•
be such that the hand of a person
who cannot grip will not slip from
the handle during the operation of
the latch; and
•
have a clearance between the
handle and the back plate or door
face at the centre grip section of the
handle of not less than 35 mm and
not more than 45 mm.

H.

Photographs

Subject prototype trellis door is readily
openable without a key from the side
that faces a person seeking egress, by a
single hand downward action on a single
device which is located between 900 mm
and 1.1 m from the floor.

D2.21(b) – Not applicable as the subject
prototype trellis door does not serve
only, or is within a Class 6 sole-occupancy
unit (i.e. retail tenancy) with a floor area
not more than 200 m2; or a space which
is otherwise inaccessible to persons at all
times when the door is locked.

Subject prototype trellis door lever
handle is such that the hand of a person
who cannot grip will not slip from the
handle during the operation of the latch;
and has a clearance between the handle
and the back plate or door face at the
centre grip section of the handle of not
less than 35mm and not more than
45mm.

Conclusion

Summary
In summary, the proposed trellis door to be used in shopping centres such as Westfield Shopping Centres (akin to the
S04-1 System – Mobile Trackless Trellis by The Australian Trellis Door Co.), the subject of this report comply with the
following Deemed-to-Satisfy Provisions of the BCA:
1.
2.

BCA Clause D1.6(a): The subject prototype trellis door has a height not less than 1980mm.
BCA Clause D2.21(a)(i):
a. The subject prototype trellis door is readily openable without a key from the side that faces a person
seeking egress, by a single hand downward action on a single device which is located between 900
mm and 1.1 m from the floor.
b. The subject prototype trellis door lever handle is such that the hand of a person who cannot grip will
not slip from the handle during the operation of the latch; and has a clearance between the handle
and the back plate or door face at the centre grip section of the handle of not less than 35mm and
not more than 45mm.
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Conditions
The proposed trellis doors:
1. BCA Clause D1.6(g):
a. Shall not diminish the existing unobstructed egress width of exits and paths of travel to exits within
shopping centres.
Note: No assessment has been undertaken on existing unobstructed egress width of exits and paths of
travel to exits within shopping centres.
b. Shall be cut back on the side that faces a person seeking egress, to maintain the unobstructed egress
width during a swinging door action, when the door is open or in the process of being opened.
If you require any further information, please contact the undersigned on (02) 8386 0737 or email
greg@murrowconsulting.com.au
Yours faithfully,

Greg Murrow
Director – Murrow Consulting Pty Ltd

MAIBS, MAAC, MSFA, MFPA
B App Sc Env Hlth & Build Surv (UWS) & Grad Dip Build Surv (UWS)
A1 – Accredited Certifier – Building Surveying BPB No. BPB1767
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ANNEXURE 1 – INSTRUCTIONS
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ANNEXURE 2 – AUTHORS CURRICULUM VITAE
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ANNEXURE 3 – S04-1 SYSTEM
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